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Abstract
ASCII Corporation. as technical publishers, ourselves, has long
felt a need to introduce into the Japanese market a truly
Japanese technical documentation system. As a first step, three
years ago we developed a Japanese version of
capable of
handling kanji.
This paper introduces our second step in producing an
even more sophisticated TEX system- the addition of a vertical
typesetting function.

Japanese -The Language
The history of the language. Near the beginning
of the third century, a man by the name of Wani
came to Japan from the nation of Kudara, located in
the eastern part of the Korean peninsula. With him
he brought volumes of The Analects of Confucius
and Senjimon; a Chinese textbook for studying
kanji, or Chinese characters.
This was the introduction to Japan of Chinese
characters developed in the 14th century B.C. but
it was not until the 4th and 5th centuries, when
trade volume between the two nations increased,
that kanjz really got its beginning.
The Japanese language originally developed
without a form of written expression, so it remained
oral and employed professional narrators called
katarzbe to relay news of important events when
necessary.
Those descendents of the original Chinese immigrants to Japan worked as official recorders,
transcribing the ancient Japanese language, called
yamatokotoba, into kanji and providing Japan with
its first form of written expression.

The Japanese language also has two phonetic
alphabets called kana collectively and divided into
hiragana and katakana. While katakana is used
mainly to express words which are non-Japanese,
hiragana forms a link between kanji and Japanese
grammar.

Japanese typesetting.
V-text and H-text. Japanese sentences can
be written in two ways (see Figure 1):
1. the form familiar to Western language speakers,
starting from the top lefthand corner of the
paper, writing horizontally to the right, with
the next line starting under the previous line
(hereafter referred to as L'H-text")and
2. the traditional form in Japan which was in
use before the introduction of H-text, starting
from the top righthand corner of the paper,
writing downwards to the bottom, with the
next line starting to the left of the previous line
(hereafter referred to as "V-text" or vertical
text).

Japanese characters. Unlike the English alphabet which is made of phonograms, kanji are
ideograms, that is, symbols representing things
or ideas. As is the case with hieroglyphics, kanji
began as drawings of natural objects.
JIS (Japan Industrial Standard) recognizes
6,353 characters in the level one and level two
categories used by computer manufacturers. Most
PCs now have level two capability due to the
availability of inexpensive memory. The Ministry of
Education recognizes 1,945jo yo kanji as a minimum
requirement for education.
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As Japanese characters are essentially those of
China, the basic form of writing is vertical, although at times numbers and English words appear
horizontally (H-text).
Primary school textbooks are written in V-text
for Japanese language studies and social studies but
are H-text for mathematics and science. Outside of
those texts for the sciences most textbooks appear
in V-text format.
The line break rule (kinsoku).There are
no spaces in Japanese sentences between words, so
line breaks in the middle of words are not only
possible but quite acceptable, whereas in English
there are restrictions on where line breaks should
occur.
The Japanese line break rule is called kinsoku
and states that line breaks should not occur immediately before or after a symbol. For example r 1
are used in Japanese as quotation marks and line
breaks should not occur between an opening quotation mark and the character after it or between a
closing quotation mark and the character before it.
Justification. As there are no word spaces
characters are justified across the full line.
Handling non-Japanese in V-text. Short
forms in English such as "DEK" (Donald E. Knuth)
appear one letter at a time, vertically, but full
spellings such as "Donald E. Knuth" appear written
sideways (rotated 90") in a manner similar to that
seen on the spine of a book (see Figure 2).

Japanese computer files. As the need for business users of personal computers grows, the need
to use Japanese kanji at the computer level grows
also.
There are several problems involved in handling
Japanese on computers that are not present in
English.
Two-byte codes. Japanese characters are expressed using two-byte codes. However, one-byte
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code English words are mixed in the same sentence
at times with the two-byte kanji codes.
There are presently three coding schemes for
mixing one and two-byte characters: (1) JIS
(Japanese Industrial Standard), (2) Shift-JIS, and
(3) EUC (Extended Unix Code).
In the JIS system, an escape sequence is used
to switch between one and two-byte characters.
Both Shift-JIS and EUC use an eighth bit to make
such switches. In EUC the eighth bit of the JIS
code is set at 1 only, while Shift-JIS employs a
different method. For communications, JIS is used;
for personal computers, Shift-JIS is used; and for
UNIX, EUC is most common.

Typesettin~H-text with
Once the px~61ems of two-byte code usage and
the line break rule are solved, H-text can be
typeset. The Japanese
used here is not NTT's
JTEX (TUGboat 8, no. 2) but one independently
developed by ASCII Corporation. We call this
or Publishing !$X.

Font switching for the two types of coding.
We have prepared two current fonts. Computer
Modern is used for the one-byte current font and
a Japanese font for the two-byte current font,
with the selection depending on the coding method
employed. For mixing, we can use JIS, Shift-JIS, or
EUC.
Line break rule. A small amount of glue is used
between each character to make line breaks and
justification possible, and where line breaks are not
possible a penalty is imposed. This penalty is automatically inserted and can be adjusted for imposing
penalties before or after characters. Although there
are many characters to deal with, we have not used
a lookup table because it would take too much
memory. Instead, we used a 256 entry hash table,
as there is a restricted number of cases in which
penalties would apply.

Typesetting V-text with TEX
We have tried using TEX to do H-text typesetting
and found that it rivals the traditional methods of
typesetting. This lead us to consider using it to do
some actual publishing; however, as V-text is still
the most common form of official printing in Japan
the inability to typeset vertically would confine such
a system to a very restricted market. We therefore
decided to extend TEX to enable it to handle V-text
typesetting.
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yoko direction

tate direction
Figure ?

T h e essence of TE.X typesetting. The major
problem to be overcome is determining whether the
text being handled is to be printed as H-text or
V-text.
The basis for TEX typesetting is to combine
characters to form a line, combine the lines to
form a page and combine the pages to form a
document. Forming lines of characters is called
hrnode in
while forming pages of lines is called
vrnode. This means that if hmode is used to line up
characters vertically and vrnode is used to line up
the lines right to left, V-text typesetting becomes a
possibility.

m,

Direction. In Japanese publications, V-text and
H-text are used together. For example, many books
have body text in V-text with the page numbers in
H-text. In other words, it is necessary to be able to
use both V-text and H-text in any one document.
To solve this problem, ASCII has employed
the idea of direction. The directions available
are t a t e or vertical and yoko or horizontal. If
the direction is yoko, TEX behaves in the regular
manner. In other words, while in hmode the
elements are lined up from left to right, while vrnode
allows for formation from top to bottom. When
using t a t e direction and hrnode the elements are
lined up from top to bottom, while vrnode allows
for formation from right to left.
The direction default is yoko. Text can be
switched between V-text and H-text when necessary,
but only when the hlist or vlist involved is empty.
In the \ t a t e primitive, the direction is set as tate
while in the \yoko primitive it is set as yoko.
Boxes w i t h direction.
lines and pages are all boxes with
In
parameters expressed in W (width), H (height) and
D(depth). Each box has a Bline, or baseline, from
which W, D, and H are measured. In hmode, Bline

m,
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Figure r
will line up boxes parallel to the direction of the
text.
In the yoko direction, the Bline is horizontal.
W is the length of the Bline and H is the length
above the Bline while D is the length below the
Bline.
In the t a t e direction the box Bline is vertical.
There is a 90' difference between characters lined
up in hmode and lines done in vrnode and so the
size of the box is expressed in terms revolved 90°(see
Figure 3).
As explained before, it is possible to change
direction in the middle of a document. In other
words, a box formed in the t a t e direction can be
lined up in yoko direction. The opposite is also
possible.
(tate direction, hmode)
ab c
\hbox{\yoko 123)
XY*

In this example, \hbox is formed in a yoko direction but abc, the box itself, along with xyz are in
t a t e direction using h m o d e (vertical).
The direction of the Bline and the value of W ,
H and D for this \hbox differ for t a t e and yoko
directions. When the box is made in the yoko
direction the Bline is horizontal and (W, D , H ) =
(W,, H,,D,).
When the box is actually used in
the tate direction the Bline becomes vertical and
(W, H, D ) = (Wt, Ht,Dt). The relationship between
(W,,H,,D,) and (Wt,Ht,Dt) is Wt = H,+D, and
Ht = Dt = w,/2.
As shown in the illustration, the directions of
the Bline inside and outside the box are different
(see Figure 4).
Fonts for V-text. Japanese fonts for use in H-text
and V-text are different. There are some differences
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code is 16(kanji), l7(kana) or 18(other two-byte
character) it is a two-byte character.

Boxes of Different Directions. When yoko direction boxes are linked to yoko direction lists,
and tate direction boxes are linked to tate direction lists, it is possible to link vlist-nodes and
hlist-nodes directly to the list as in original
However, when a tate direction box is linked
to a yoko direction box or vice versa the dir-node
is used. The dir-node has the same structure as the
hlist-node and vlist-node. For example, the result of
the sample "Boxes with direction" is as shown in
Figure 7.
In the width, height and depth fields of the
hlist-node the (W, H , D) = (Wh, Hy, Dy) values,
when the hbox was made, are entered. In other
words, the structure of the hlist-node does not
change and the routine for making the hlzst-node is
the one found in original T&L
In the width, height and depth fields of the
dir-node the (W, H, D ) = (Wt, H t , Dt) values of
the box when actually used are entered. When a
list containing abc, dir-node, and xyz is processed,
the (W, H, D ) of the dir-node can be typeset much
as directly linked hlist-nodes and vlist-nodes can be
typeset.
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in the symbols used and in the information needed
for typesetting (see Figure 5).
The baseline for H-text fonts is set horizontally
while the baseline for V-text fonts is set vertically.
In order to make vertical typesetting possible, the
two fonts used for H-text (one-byte English and Htext Japanese) are supplemented by a third font for
vertical Japanese text. When one-byte characters
are used in tate direction they are rotated 90".

Implement ation
It is now necessary to explain how to implement
this form of TEX.

Japanese tfm file format (jfm format). In the
tfm files to date only 256 characters could be
registered. This would not allow use of Japanese
characters so the tfm format has been extended and
called the j fm format.
Fonts are not divided into sub-fonts and therefore a variety of fonts can be used in the same
document.
If metric data for each character are added, the
file would become too large, so we have endeavored
to keep this file as small as possible. To do this
we took groups of characters which enjoyed similar
font metrics and called each of these groups a

Using two-byte code. In standard T
)$ the character field for char-node or token has 8 bits only.
When using two-byte code, two char-nodes, or two
tokens are linked to form one character with the
two-byte code information added to the info field
in the second node.
In the char-node we can check the font field to
determine if the character is a one-byte or two-byte
character. (see Figure 6)
For tokens, the category code tells us if the
character is in one or two-byte code. If the category

1
1 byte char

2 byte char

1;
I

I
hk

2 byte code

1]
Figure 6 1
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char-type. As almost all kanji have the same
metrics we were able to put them in one group. A
total of about 10 groups cover hiragana, katakana,
and commonly used symbols.
In the jfm file there is a table showing in which
char-type group each character belongs along with
the metrics for that group. In this char-type table
are listed the code and the char-type code. The
code '0' has been assigned to the kanji group as it
is the biggest and all codes not appearing in this
table are considered to be 'O', or kanji. This move
has kept this table relatively small.
The metric information is provided in a format
that is very similar to tfrn although the liglern
is somewhat different. As there are no ligatures
in Japanese this area has been used for the glue
mentioned previously. The liglern field has thus
become the gluekern field.
The difference between the Japanese tfrn and
the standard tfrn can be found in the first half
word. In the Japanese version, if the first half word
uses a V-text font, it is given a value of 9. If using
an H-text font, it is 11. In the standard tfrn file
the first half word is "length of the entire file, in
words" and the standard tfrn file is never less than
12 words.
The tfrn for the Computer Modern font remains
unchanged.

Dvi file format extension. In the d v i file we
have used the set2 command to express Japanese
and have extended the d v i file format for use of
V-text.
In the d v i driver there are modes for printing
H-text and V-text. In the H-text mode the d v i
driver remains unchanged. The beginning of each
page is in H-text mode so d v i files can be printed
out as they have been in the past.
In the print V-text mode the coordinate system
for the d v i driver is different. Using commands
such as right, w, x, set, set-char, setrule, etc., the
current point is moved in the vertical direction, and
the commands down, y , z etc. are used to move
the current point in the horizontal direction (see
Figure 8).
A new command, dir, has been added to d v i
to switch between H-text and V-text. 255 has been
used as the code for dir.
As a new command has been added, new d v i
files cannot be handled by the standard d v i driver.
In order to distinguish between standard and new
files, the preamble id-byte has been set at 2 and the
postamble id at 3.
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Programming. A 10,000 line Change File has
been used to make all of the necessary changes from
to our
Knuth's original

rn

m.

The Printer Driver
Extensions made to the d v i format and the twobyte code mean it is not possible to print out
files using standard printer drivers. Also, the font
file is another problem area since one font contains
thousands of characters.
Recent Japanese printers include Japanese
fonts in various sizes. Japanese 'QX fonts, unlike the Computer Modern font, use a common
coding scheme so they can be used in place of fonts
found on such popular printers as the Japanese
Laser Writer I1 (NTX - j).
Japanese printing is done using the fonts that
come with the printer and
printer drivers
for various printers are available as public domain
software.
At ASCII we use a Canon OEM machine at
480 dpi for printout work. This machine had no
fonts so we had to make a new font file format.
Japanese fonts. Very few characters can be stored
in the font file in formats such as gf, pxl, and pk,
so a new format ( j x l format) has been added.
j x l has code fields of two-bytes in p x l format.
We use packing the same as that in the pk format
for bitmap work.
We have produced j x l format bitmap fonts
from outline font data we received from Dai Nippon
Printing Company Limited.

Availability
is public domain software and is enjoying
wide distribution and use. There is also some
printer driver software in the public domain.
Dai Nippon
Printing- Co. Ltd. provides photo-ipesetting services and ASCII's Japanese version
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of Donald Knuth's The W b o o k was typeset and
printed using this system.
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Appendix
Sample Output by
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